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§1. Introduction

In this paper we analyse ergodic properties of certain systems of two-
dimensional discs and three-dimensional balls that move in the absence of
external forces with a constant velocity and that interact by means of elastic
collisions. The case of two discs on a torus was fully studied in [17]. The
presentation is carried out mainly for a system of η discs on a torus. The
necessary changes for a system of three-dimensional balls and other systems
are indicated.

Let (g<*>, gy)) be the coordinates of the centre of the z'-th disc, and
{ρ['\ Ρφ) the components of its momentum. The 2«-dimensional torus
Tor* X Tor* X . . . xTor*, from which we remove the union of the interiors of

Tl

the n(n— l)/2 cylinders given by

(1) Qii- {<$>-*?? + fo^-g^)1- (2r)2 (mod 1),

(1 < ί < / < n), serves as the configuration space Q of the system of η discs
of the same radius r. The cylinder Qtj corresponds to the collision of the
z-th and the ;-th discs.

The system has the first energy integral Η = -y 2 (ρψ)2, the value of

which is supposed to be fixed: Η = Ho. Then the phase space is the direct
product 3ΪΙ = Q χ S, where S is a (2n— l)-dimensional sphere of momenta,
given by Η = Ho. The motion of the discs generates a one-parameter group
of transformations {T*}, t Ε R, of the space SK. The invariant measure μ
and the σ-algebra of measurable subsets on W are naturally defined.
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Since the motion of discs on a torus is being considered, the full momentum
η

Ρ = (Pi, P2), Ρ) = Σ Pli) (/ = 1, 2) is also a first integral of the system.

Ρ defines the velocity of the centre of gravity. For fixed Ρ Φ 0 the flow
{T{} is the direct product of the conditionally-periodic motion of the centre
of gravity and the relative motion of the discs or balls that corresponds to
Ρ = 0 and to the fixed position of the centre of gravity. With a certain
assumption of a purely geometrical character (see §3) we prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Ρ = 0 and let the position of the centre of gravity be fixed.
Then the ergodic components of the flow {T*} have positive measure. The
flow is a K-flow on each such component.

We recall ([10], [22]) that ^f-flows are ergodic, have mixing of all powers,
have positive entropy, and in the orthogonal complement to the one-
dimensional subspace of constants the groups of unitary operators adjoint to
them have countably-multiple Lebesgue spectrum. As for the geometrical
assumption mentioned above, it is verified directly for small values of η
(η < 10). It seems all but certain that it holds for all n, but this has not
been proved.

A corollary related to Ρ Φ 0 follows from Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Let Ρ Φ 0 and let the conditionally-periodic flow corresponding
to the motion of the centre of gravity be ergodic. Then, under the conditions
of Theorem 1, the ergodic components of {T*} have positive measure. On
each such component the flow is the direct product of the conditionally-
periodic flow and the K-flow.

The following theorems are true without additional assumptions.

Theorem 2. For a system of η discs (balls) on a torus with r < rn there is
an open subset Θ such that the ergodic components of {T*} that substantially
intersect Θ (that is, the conditional measure of Θ on such a component is
positive) have positive measure.

Theorem 3. For a system of η discs (balls) on a torus, {T1} has positive
entropy.

A system of η elastically colliding discs or balls in a domain of any form
or on a torus is always reducible to a system of billiard type (see [10] and
the next section). In the case of domains with a piecewise flat boundary the
corresponding billiards is semiscattering, that is, the boundary of the
corresponding domain is convex (within), but not strictly convex. Billiards
with a strictly convex boundary are called scattering. The properties of
scattering billiards are similar to those of hyperbolic systems of the type of
Anosov systems, while semiscattering billiards are similar to partially
hyperbolic systems (see [7], [22]). The first step in an investigation of the
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ergodic properties of similar systems consists in the construction of stable
and unstable manifolds for "individual" points of the phase space. A suitable
technique is a development of the technique of the proof of the Hadamard-
Perron theorem, and it has been well developed (see [1], [2], [13], [22]).
In our case we initially construct tangent spaces to these manifolds. Such
spaces are given by operators of the second fundamental (quadratic) form of
the projections of the stable and unstable manifolds on the configuration
space. These operators are solutions of the Jacobi equations. In the case of
billiard systems the Jacobi equations turn out to be of difference type.
Therefore, their solutions are constructed in the form of operator-valued
continued fractions. For scattering billiards the operators arising are strictly
positive. For semiscattering billiards these operators are merely non-negative.
The zero subspaces arising are usually connected with the existence of
additional first integrals of motion.

If for almost every point of the phase space the dimension of the positive
subspace of the operator of the second fundamental form is maximal, then
the local stable and unstable manifolds exist almost everywhere and the
corresponding foliations are absolutely continuous. If the sum of the
dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds is one less than the
dimension of the whole relevant submanifold of the phase space, it follows
by means of reasoning of Hopf type (see [ 18], [ 19]) that the ergodic
components have positive measure, and on each such component {T1} is a
A"-flow. It can even be shown by using a finer technique that {T1} is a
5-flow, that is, it is metrically isomorphic to the ergodic superstructure
(tower) on the Bernoulli automorphism. In precisely this way Theorem 1
and its Corollary are proved.

The further investigation consists in finding out when an ergodic component
is unique. In the case of scattering billiards this intention is pursued with
the help of "the fundamental theorem of the theory of scattering billiards",
first proved in [19]. There are two different proofs of this theorem in [ 8 ]
and in [20]. In §4 we put forward an additional proof of the "fundamental
theorem", which could be applied, with additional assumptions, to certain
semiscattering billiards. On the basis of this theorem, in §5 we investigate
open domains in the space of parameters of the system of η = 3 discs, for
which it is shown that the ergodic component is unique. The construction
of similar domains for η > 3 discs is reduced to the straightforward
examination of several degenerate possibilities, which can be done with the
help of computers.

It is clear from the above discussion that the results of the present paper
are related to the substantiation of the ergodic hypothesis, put forward by
Boltzmann more than 100 years ago (see [6]). This hypothesis means in
modern terms that a non-linear Hamiltonian system of a general kind on a
manifold of constant energy is ergodic. It is certain that Boltzmann related
this hypothesis to systems with many degrees of freedom, since in his book [6]
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he dealt with the ergodic hypothesis in connection with the foundations
of statistical mechanics. At that time, of course, there was no notion of
thermodynamic limiting transition, when the number of particles grows in
proportion to the volume of the system, and the mean distance between the
particles is taken to be the unit of length.

The basic notions of the ergodic theory appeared in the mathematical
works of Poincare, Birkhoff, and von Neumann, and the ergodic hypothesis
began to be understood as just the hypothesis of ergodicity of this or that
dynamical system. The connection with the foundations of statistical
mechanics lost its importance, at least temporarily. However, the question
of ergodicity became meaningful for finite-dimensional dynamical systems
with a small number of degrees of freedom. Individual examples of classical
dynamical systems were investigated in this connection, and their ergodicity
was proved. One should mention first of all geodesic flows on compact
manifolds of negative curvature. One of the first important steps was taken
by Hadamard [29], whose results were employed in the related works of
Morse [33], Hedlund [30], and Hopf [23]. Geodesic flows on manifolds of
negative curvature are one of the principal examples of Anosov systems
(see [1], [2]). Ergodicity, mixing, and the ΛΓ-property of such systems are
being investigated at present in sufficient detail (see [1], [2], [18], [22]).

At the beginning of the fifties the famous KAM (Kolmogorov-ArnoFd-
Moser) theory of small perturbations of integrable Hamiltonian systems was
created (see [3]). One of the principal results of this theory is that under
rather general conditions a perturbed Hamiltonian system remains non-
ergodic on a set of positive measure. The ergodic theory of Boltzmann in its
initial form was thus refuted, but the question arose, which Hamiltonian
systems, in particular those of physical origin, are ergodic.

The geodesic flows on compact manifolds of negative curvature discussed
above have the typical property of uniform exponential instability of
motion, like all Anosov systems. This means, in particular, that geodesic
curves that emanate from the same point diverge at an exponential rate. In
the forties, the Leningrad physicist Krylov [11] observed that dynamical
systems corresponding to the motion of discs or balls with elastic collisions
had the same exponential instability. The scattering role of the negative
curvature is taken by the convex (within) boundary of the configuration
space, composed of cylinders of the type (1). One cannot take the reasoning
of Krylov as a rigorous mathematical proof, but he presented the basic idea
quite clearly: dynamical systems with elastic collisions should be ergodic
because of the same exponential instability as that of geodesic flows in
spaces of negative curvature.

The corresponding mathematically rigorous result for a system of two
discs or balls was obtained, as we mentioned above, in [19]. The difficulty
of investigation is connected with the discontinuous character of the
dynamics and non-uniform instability. Precisely these difficulties will be
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overcome in the next sections of the present paper for the cases described
above. The results of the present paper are the first and up to now the
only statements on ergodic properties of systems of η discs. Before the
appearance of the entropy theory of dynamical systems and the theory of
systems with hyperbolic properties of instability there was no approach to
similar problems at all. The announcement made in [17] for the general
situation must be regarded as premature.

Simultaneously with the investigation of the ergodicity of finite-dimensional
systems the development of the mathematical foundations of statistical
mechanics was proceeding, in which an analysis of systems of many degrees
of freedom, more precisely, an analysis of the properties of such systems
under thermodynamic limiting transition, appeared in the foreground. In
equilibrium statistical mechanics the main role is played by infinite-
dimensional dynamical systems composed of infinitely many identical
particles, and by special probability distributions on their phase spaces,
which are called limiting Gibbs distributions. These systems first appeared
in the paper of Bogolyubov and Khatset [4] (see the modified presentation in
[5]), and then their theory was constructed and developed in the works of
Dobrushin [9], Lanford and Ruelle [32], Ruelle [16], and others. The
basic assumption (the Gibbs postulate) of equilibrium statistical mechanics is
that an infinite-dimensional dynamical system of statistical mechanics in a
state of thermodynamic equilibrium (that is, in the absence of thermal and
dynamical processes) is subject to the limiting Gibbs distribution. At present
the problem of substantiating equilibrium statistical mechanics is posed as
the problem of explaining the exceptional role of such distributions.

One of the possible approaches to this problem arises in non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics. According to the main idea of Bogolubov the evolution
of non-equilibrium distributions in systems of statistical mechanics has two
clearly distinguished time scales. The first, microscopic, scale is equal to the
mean duration of a free run, more precisely, to the time unit of microscopic
motions. It is assumed that during such time periods local equilibrium is
established in the non-equilibrium system owing to collisions. Local
equilibrium means that correlation functions on microscopic distances, that
is, on distances of the order of magnitude of the mean distance between the
particles, are close to the correlation functions of the limiting Gibbs
distribution. However, the parameters of this distribution are not constant
but slowly varying functions in space and time. Their evolution occurs on
the second, slower, hydrodynamic time scale and is described by equations
of hydrodynamic type.

The role of properties of the type of ergodicity and mixing during
establishment of local equilibrium is obvious. It is less clear, but nevertheless
certain, that the same properties are essential for an investigation of the
dynamics of locally-equilibrium distributions. One can hope that the results
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obtained in the present paper will be helpful in the study of the profound
and difficult problems of kinetics of complex systems described above.

We are grateful to S.P. Novikov for useful discussion of the questions
studied in the present paper. We also thank L.A. Bunimovich, A. Kramli,
D. Sas, and N. Simdnyi, who carefully read the manuscript and made many
important and useful remarks.

§2. Necessary information on scattering and semiscattering billiards

As we mentioned above, a system of η freely moving and elastically
colliding discs can be reduced to a billiard system of special type (see [9]).
A billiard system or simply billiards is a dynamical system corresponding to
the motion of a material point within a bounded domain Q C Rd or
Q C Tor'', d > 2. The point moves freely, that is, with a constant velocity,
within Q and is reflected from the boundary bQ by the law "the angle of
incidence is equal to the angle of reflection". The norm of the velocity
vector Hi;II corresponding to such a motion is a first integral. The
configuration space is Q = Q U dQ, and the phase space is "SSI = Q χ S,
where S is the (d~ 1 )-dimensional sphere of the velocity vectors for which
Hull = v0. Points of the phase space are denoted by χ = (q, v), where
q e Q, υ € S. The natural projection 931 -+Q is denoted by π : n(q, v) = q.
A billiard system in Q generates a flow {T'} in 3ft (see [ 10]).

The boundary dQ is assumed to be piecewise smooth. The latter means
that dQ = bQi U ... U dQk, where the 9Q, are smooth submanifolds of
codimension 1 that are pairwise mutually transversal at all points of
intersection. The flow {T'}is uniquely defined only for points whose
trajectories do not pass through the intersections of the smooth boundary
components and do not have infinitely many reflections from the boundary
during a limited time interval. We denote by W c : SJt an invariant subset
for which {T'Jis defined for all t, -°° < t < °°. Then μ(9Κ\3ϊΓ) = 0
(see [10]).

The boundary of the phase space dSft = dQ χ S plays the main role in
our analysis. We put m\ = {* 6 d <ΰΙ: (ν, n(g)) > 0}, mt = ΏΙ* Π *»',
where n(q) is the unit vector normal to dQ at the point q, directed inside Q.
A natural derived automorphism of {71'}, Τλ: 3Jlx —»- SKj, is defined on 9Jlj.
Namely, let s(x) > 0 be the first positive time when the semitrajectory
{T*x}, t > 0, reaches the boundary, and jij: 'Si' -*• 3Jli is defined by

ntx = T*x)+Ox. Then Τ, = π, | Λ ι .

The invariant Liouville measure μ of {Γ1} is the direct product μ = μ β χ ω 5 ,
where μ β is Lebesgue measure on Q, while ω8 is Lebesgue measure on S.
The invariant measure μ! for 7\ has the form άμ^, υ) = (υ, n(q))dq άω5,
where dq is the measure on dQ induced by the Riemannian metric.

Ergodic properties of billiard systems depend substantially on geometric
properties of dQ, more precisely, on its curvature, which is described by an
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operator of the second fundamental form K(q), q Ε dQ. The operator K(q)
is a self-adjoint operator acting in the space &\ tangent to dQ at q € dQ.

A billiard system is called scattering (see [ 19]) if K(q) > 0 everywhere on
dQ. The ergodic properties of scattering billiards have been quite well
studied. Namely, they are A"-systems (see [19], [20]) and 5-systems [28].
In some cases one can investigate the rate of decrease of time correlation
functions with the help of Markov partitions (see [25], [26]).

A system of η discs on a torus or in a domain with flat boundaries is
reducible to a billiard system for which K(q) > 0, since each cylinder Qf/- is
flat along a ( 2 « - 2)-dimensional subspace. Billiards for which K(q) > 0 are
called semiscattering, and their analysis is much more complicated. Stable
and unstable transversal foliations were constructed for semiscattering
billiards under certain assumptions in [24], [31] (see also [23]). These
results are described in the next section.

§3. Stable and unstable foliations

We recall that a local stable manifold (LSM) of a point χ £ W is a
C2-smooth open submanifold W cz 3JI such that:

2) ρ(Τ%, 7"ys) < <ά exp {~

for all yu y2 € W and t > 0, where cx - cx{W) > 0, c2 = c2(W) > 0 are
constants, and ρ is a Riemannian metric on 3R.

A local unstable manifold (LUM) is defined similarly, but now for t < 0.
The analysis of LSM and LUM is carried out with the help of the corresponding
operators of the second fundamental form. Namely, for arbitrary
semiscattering billiards in the d-dimensional domain Q we take a C2-smooth
oriented open submanifold Σ c= Q of codimension 1 and its clothing Σ by
unit normal vectors. There are two possibilities for such clothing denoted
by Σ and—Σ. We call Σ and Σ a local manifold (LM) and its support,
respectively. If {v(q), q ζ Σ} is the field of unit normal vectors, then an
operator ΒΣ(χ), χ = (q, v(q)), of the second fundamental form is defined by

v(a +dq)= v(q) + Bz(x)dq + o(\\ dq ||).

Here Bz{x) is a linear self-adjoint operator, acting in the (d~ l)-dimensional
subspace J(x) tangent to Σ at q ς Σ. We note that J(x) depends only on x.
but not on Σ. An LM Σ is called convex (strictly convex) if ΒΣ(χ) ;> 0
(ΒΣ(χ) > 0) for all χ £ Σ. If ΒΣ{χ) < 0 (ΒΣ(χ) < 0) for all a: 6 Σ, then Σ is
called concave (strictly concave).

We now investigate the behaviour of ΒΣ(χ) resulting from the dynamics.
We put xt = T*x, qt = ir(xt) and initially assume that t is so small that
Τ'Σ = Σ 4 does not intersect dSH, 0 < 5 < t. Then J(x) and J(xt) are parallel
to each other and can be naturally identified. It is easy to check that in
this case β Σ (xt) = ΒΣ(χ)(Ι + ΐΒΣ{χ))~χ, where / is a unitary operator (see [17]).
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It follows from this formula that Τ'Σ is convex (strictly convex) if Σ is
convex (strictly convex).

Now let t be such that T*x ζ dffi and there is a reflection from the
boundary. It makes sense to study vectors vt_0, vi+0 before and after the
reflection from the boundary, subspaces /(χ<_0), J(Xt+0) that are normal to
ι>ί_ο> vt+o respectively, and operators of the second fundamental form

For a point qt e dQ there is defined the operator of the second fundamental
form K(qt) of dQ and of the field of the unit normal vectors n{q). We shall
need an operator U(xt) that maps J(xt+0)

 o n J(xt-o) parallel to n(qt), an
operator V(xt) that maps J(xt+0) on SO(it) parallel to vt+0, and an operator
V*(xt), that maps $O{qt) on J(xt+0) parallel to n(qt), where JO(xt) is the
tangent space to dQ at qt. Then (see [34])

* V . (*ι+α) = U~l (*i) B2,-t (**-e) V (*,) + 2 (vi+0, η (qt)) V* (xt) Κ (gt) V (xt).

It follows from the last formula that in the case of semiscattering billiards
B*t(xt) > Ofor all t > 0 if ΒΣ(χ) > 0, * € 2, that is, the image of a convex
LM remains a convex LM under the action of {T*}.

For each χ = (g, ν) ζ 331' we define a linear self-adjoint operator B(x),
acting in the (d- 1 )-dimensional space J(x). Let t0 = 0 < tx < t2 < •·· be
the instants of successive reflections from the boundary of the semitrajectory
{Fx, t > 0}. We now denote by Kn = K(gin), Vn = V(xtn), VJi = V*(xin),
Un = U(x\n), cos φ η = (Pfn+q, «(?<„)), «n = in — <n-i the corresponding
operators introduced above. We now write an operator-valued continued
fraction

(2) B(x)= 1—
1/Γ1

For semiscattering billiards for every χ ζ 3R' the continuous fraction B{x)
exists as the limit of finite continuous fractions. It is a self-adjoint non-
negative linear operator in J(x) that depends continuously on i f 2ft' (see
[23], [24]). We can thus write a decomposition

J(x) = J+(x) φ /„(*), where B(x) | J + ( I ) > 0, B{x) | / # w = 0.

We put /(*) = dim /+(x), χ ζ 3Κ'. The set

' : ί(χ)φθ and for some neighbourhood V(x)cz$fl

the function }(x) is constant on F(a-)nSK'}
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is open in 3Π'. For every χ = (q, v) G Q we consider the tangent space
fx%St = Jfi φ S'vS, where &\S is naturally isomorphic to J(x). The set

E{x) = {(e, 1): e € /+(*), / = -B{x)e)

is a linear subspace of S'x'SSt, dim E(x) = j(x).

Theorem 4 (see [24]). Z,ef β be such that K(q) Φ 0 for some q G bQ.
Then SI Φ 0 and for almost every point χ G Ω ί/zere w a« ZS/k/ WV\x),
χ € W*>(*), w^ere &%W<-'\x) = E(x).

An analysis of j(x) is based on the following equality (see [24]):

(3) /„(*) =
= {u?e/(z): Κρρΐϋϊ^ ...U?w=0 for all Z = 1, 2, ...}.

Since the phase space is finite-dimensional, there is an l(x) such that

(4) /„(*) =
J^ . . . ^ u ; = 0 for all l = i, 2, . . . , l(x)}.

We denote by lo(x) the minimal permissible /(x). Then /0(x) is a non-
negative integer-valued function on SR'.

If w G /(/χ), then by (3) for all m > 1

that is, / m = Z/m1 · · • U~'w is an eigenvector of the operator V*mKm Vm with
eigenvalue 0. This operator is self-adjoint, non-negative, and has a unique
eigenvector with a positive eigenvalue: VmKmVmem — kmem, λ^ > 0.
Therefore e{*> = I/, . . . i/m<?m 6 /+(x) and by (4)

(5) J+(z) = Z{e%\ m = i, 2 /0(ar)},

X denotes the linear space generated by the corresponding vectors. We have
lo{x) > f(x).

We investigate j(x) for a system of η discs (balls) on a torus. The
boundary dQ is the union of cylinders (1). Each cylinder is the direct
product of a circle (a sphere in the ball case) and a (2n- 2)-dimensional
linear space ((3«— 3)-dimensional in the ball case). It is easy to see that the
intersection of all these spaces includes a two-dimensional (three-dimensional
in the ball case) space generated by the vectors (1, 0, 1, 0, ..., 1, 0) and
(0, 1,0, 1, ..., 0, 1) from R2". Therefore, by (3) dim /0(x) > 2 for all
x e W and thus j(x) < 2« - 3 (for balls f(x) < 3n - 4). The existence of
the general two-dimensional subspace is connected with the preservation of
the full momentum Ρ of the system and with the conditionally-periodic
motion of the centre of gravity. When Ρ = 0 the centre of gravity is
stationary, and the corresponding system is also a billiard system 9K(0) in a
domain Q <°> of a (2M - 2)-dimensional torus. The boundary is now composed
of the cylinders Q'# = Qu Π Q(0). The maximal dimension of LSM's and
LUM's can be 2n~ 3 ( 3 « - 4 in the ball case).
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Suppose that we have a system of η discs that splits into subsystems of
nu «2 discs, η = nl+n2, where discs from different subsystems do not
interact. According to the above reasoning, for such a situation j(x) <
< ( 2 « ! - 3 ) + ( 2 η 2 - 3 ) = 2 n - 6 when nv n2 > 2 and ;(x) = 2 ( « - l ) - 3 =
= 2 n - 5 when nx — 1. In both cases the dimension of an LSM is not
maximal.

Let us prove the following statement by induction on n.

Lemma 1. Let the statement of Corollary 1 hold for all η < η. Then in a
system of η discs on a ball the measure of the trajectories along which the
discs split into non-interacting groups is equal to zero.

Proof. Assume that the lemma is false, and that there is a subset Co c : $01
of positive measure that corresponds to the non-interacting groups. We write
χ = (V, x"), where x', x" denote points of the phase spaces of the
corresponding groups. Let P' — P{x'), P" — P{x") be the vectors of the full
momentum of x', x" respectively. The components Ρ', Ρ" are rationally
independent of each other for almost every x. We denote by M'(P'), M"{P")
the phase spaces of x', x" with the values of full momentum Ρ', Ρ"
respectively. The flow{5H'} in Co is the direct product of the flows{T1},
{T^} in M'(P'), M"(P"). It follows from the above that for typical Ρ', Ρ"

the ergodic components {Τι}\Μ'{Ρ'\ Μ"{Ρ") have positive measure, and that
they are the direct product of spaces of possible positions of the centres of
gravity of each of the groups, that is, of two-dimensional tori and subsets of
positive measure in spaces of relative positions of each group, when
P1 = P" = 0. This means, however, that all possible (x\ x") that differ in
the position of their centres of gravity occur mod 0 in the same ergodic
component. In other words, taking x', x", we can move them as a whole in
arbitrary fashion, remaining in the same ergodic component. But it is clear
that there exists a set of shifts of positive measure that is inadmissible, since
it leads to a superposition of discs from the different groups. Thus M(C0) = 0,
and our statement is proved.

The proof of Lemma 1 for the ball case is similar.
Suppose now that it is impossible to split a system of η discs into two

non-interacting subsystems for any t > 0. Apparently, in this case the
condition j(x) < In — 3 is satisfied only on the union of countably many
submanifolds of smaller dimension in the phase space 3Jl(0) that corresponds
to special degenerate trajectories, but we do not have a full proof of this
statement for all n. For small values of η (η < 10) it can be shown by
explicitly calculating the coordinates of the vectors «Ji'in (5), selecting
In— 3 such vectors (3« — 4 vectors in the ball case), and verifying their linear
independence for every possible sequence of pairwise collisions of discs.
For arbitrary η the necessary statement is reducible to the following:
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Proposition 1. We consider points χ £ 9Jl<°> such that the system of discs
cannot be split into non-interacting subsystems when t > t0for every tQ.
Then for any such point that does not belong to the union of some
countably many submanifolds of smaller dimension there is an I — l(x) in
9Jl<°) such that the specification of the velocity vectors of all discs at the
instants of the first I collisions and the directions of the lines of centres of
colliding discs {centre lines) uniquely determines a point of the phase space.

We shall prove that j{x) — 2n~3 follows from Proposition 1. Suppose
this is untrue, that is, dim J0(x) > 1. We consider a vector w 0 G /0(x),
vv0 Φ 0, and a point x' = (q + ew0, v), where {q, v) = x, while ε is chosen
to be so small that the first / reflections of the trajectory of x' are from the
same components of dQ<°> as those of the trajectory of x. Then by (3) the
reflections of T*x and T*x' from each cylinder occur at points that are
displaced relative to each other along a generator of the cylinder. This
means that for every pair of colliding discs the vectors of their centre lines
corresponding to T*x and T*x' coincide. In addition, the vectors normal to
each cylinder at the points of reflection of T*x and Tfx' coincide, so the
velocity vectors of all discs at the instants of the first / collisions also
coincide. This leads to non-uniqueness of reconstruction of the coordinates
of the discs at the instants of the first / collisions, and this contradicts
Proposition 1. The same reasoning goes over unchanged to the ball case.

§4. Local ergodicity

We first prove Theorems 1-3. The simplest is the proof of Theorem 3,
since the corresponding entropy technique is sufficiently developed.

Let B{x) > 0 be an operator of the second fundamental form for an LUM
of a semiscattering billiard system. We claim that the entropy of the
automorphism 7\ is

h (71,) = J log det (/ + τΒ (χ)) <?μι (χ),

a»
where τ > 0 is the time interval until the next reflection. General formulae
for the entropy of a flow or of an automorphism with invariant measurable
foliations were obtained in [18]. A similar formula for flows with the
property of full hyperbolicity that have singularities is discussed in [31 ].

We note that a family of operators B{x) for an LSM and an LUM defines
a decomposition of the tangent bundle of the phase space into invariant
subbundles, and a formula of the above type is obtained with the help of
the Pesin technique (see [13]). We do not dwell on this in more detail.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. It is sufficient to prove the
corresponding statement for 7\. From the conditions of the theorem
j{x) = 2n~3 {j(x) = 3« —4 in the ball case) almost everywhere and
therefore it is equal to half of the dimension of 09ft<°>. Let W<u> (x) and
W['i (x) denote an LUM and an LSM of a point χ £
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For almost every χ these Wf* (x), W^ (x) belong to the same ergodic
component as x. One can show that the families {W{u>(a:)}, {W[*> (x)) have
the property of absolute continuity. In the present case it means the
following. Each W^(x) is a smooth submanifold. We take an arbitrary
subset C cz W[u) (x) of positive measure and draw an LSM W[') {y) through
almost every point y G C. The absolute continuity means that U W<*> (y) is

a set of positive measure in d9Jl(0>. The property of absolute continuity was
first established for Anosov systems (see [2]). For a discontinuous system
with singularities, to which the present case belongs, a detailed presentation
of absolute continuity is in [31].

The reasoning of Hopf (see [ 18], [ 19]) shows that for almost every χ the
set U W[') (y) belongs mod 0 to one ergodic component. Because of

the absolute continuity this set has positive measure. We have thus proved
that the ergodic components of T1 and therefore of {T*} have positive
measure.

We now investigate the ^-property of Tx. The method employed below
first appeared in [18]. We shall use the notion of π-partition, that is, the
maximal partition with zero entropy (for 7\). We introduce global fibres

(T~nx), W^(x) = U T;»WM(T»z).

Then π does not exceed the measurable hull of the partition, whose elements
include with almost every χ the W<u>(x), W\'\x) containing x. The latter
partition is discrete because of the absolute continuity. Hence the 7r-partition
is also discrete. But then the π-partition for {T1} is discrete too. Since this
partition is invariant, π is a partition into ergodic components.

To prove Theorem 2 it is sufficient to establish that under the conditions
of the theorem there is an open set where j(x) = 2n — 3. Indeed, the set
where j(x) — 2 « - 3 is open and invariant mod 0. Consequently, the
previous reasoning is applicable to this set.

Fig. 1

We consider a system of η discs of radius r < l/2«. They can be
arranged as shown in Fig. 1: one moving disc with the velocity vector
vx = (0, 1) and η - 1 stationary discs, whose centres lie on a horizontal
straight line. We consider velocity vectors in the coordinate system connected
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with the second disc; the transition to the original coordinate system, in
which Ρ = 0, is trivial. Suppose that discs 1 and 2 collide in such a way
that the vector of their centre line at the instant of collision is almost
horizontal. Then the 2nd disc starts to move and there occurs a chain of
collisions of the 2nd and 3rd discs, the 3rd and 4th discs, ..., the ( « - l)st
and n-th discs. It is easy to see that the velocity vector of the z-th disc
(z > 2), obtained by the disc immediately after its collision with the (z — l)st
disc, has the form (a,·, 0,·), where 1/3,· I < a,· and ft > 0 for even i and ft < 0
for odd i. The dynamics of this system in the past (t < 0) is similar up to
symmetry, that is, the vectors (a'h ft) are such that Iftl < aj and ft > 0 for
odd ζ and ft· < 0 for even i.

We prove Proposition 1 for this case, that is, we show that the coordinates
of the discs can be uniquely reconstructed from the totality of all velocity
vectors and directions of centre lines of the discs colliding in the 2(n — 1)
collisions (in the past and in the future) under consideration. We fix an
initial position of the 2nd disc (this is equivalent to fixing the centre of
gravity of the system). Then the direction of the centre line of the colliding
pair (1,2) uniquely determines the coordinates of the 1st disc. We reconstruct
the coordinates of the 3rd disc, knowing the direction of the centre line of
the colliding 2nd and 3rd discs. The set of possible positions of the centre
of the 3rd disc forms a straight line parallel to the vector (oc2, j32). Similarly,
considering the collision of the 2nd and the 3rd discs in the past, we localize
the position of the centre of the 3rd disc on a straight line parallel to the
vector (α'2, β'2). However, β2 > 0, β'2 < 0, so these straight lines are not
parallel, and this determines their unique point of intersection, which is the
position of the centre of the 3rd disc. Continuing this reasoning, we
reconstruct the coordinates of the 4th disc, ..., the n-th disc.

As we showed in §3, the relation/(χ) = 2n~ 3 follows from Proposition 1,
that is, this relation is satisfied in some neighbourhood of the point of the
phase space that corresponds to the position of the discs in Fig. 1. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 2.

Similar reasoning is applicable to the case of balls for the example shown
in Fig. 1. The centres of all the balls are located in the same plane and to
prove Proposition 1 an analysis similar to that presented above is carried out.

We now turn to a finer investigation of the structure of ergodic components.
We have already mentioned the fundamental theorem of the theory of
scattering billiards, which provides the possibility of establishing the
uniqueness of the ergodic component. The first step in the proof of the
fundamental theorem consists in showing that for points of general form
there is a neighbourhood that belongs mod 0 to one ergodic component.
Below we carry out a different proof of this statement, which is applicable
to both semiscattering and scattering billiards. In § 5 we use this proof to
single out the case of three discs, for which one can prove the full ergodicity
and the A"-property.
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For semi scattering billiards we consider a manifold R c : Θ3Ά consisting of
points of discontinuity of the map Tu of singular points of the boundary
53Λ, and of points of the set 2Jte = {x 6 dW: (n, v) = 0}. We assume that
one of the following conditions is satisfied:

A. For almost every χ Ε T\R the following relation is satisfied (in the
sense of the intrinsic Riemannian metric on

,*,))-» II - ^ 0,
where Bn is the curvature operator at the point Tili+Ox of the image of the
flat fibre Σ<°> that contains the point -χ under the action of 7·< η + 0 . (A flat
fibre is a fibre with a flat support Σ<°>.) The notations t/,·, th r, were
introduced in §3. In other words, the flat fibre containing χ expands
unrestrictedly in all directions at πχ under the action of T* as / -*• °°
(see [34]).

B. For almost every χ £ R (in the sense of the intrinsic Riemannian metric)
there is an LSM W["(T\x) at T\x relative to the derived automorphism 7\.

Condition A is weaker than Β (we shall show this) and each of them is
sufficient for the proof of Theorem 5 formulated below.

Theorem 5. Let χ g W be such that B(x) > 0, B(-x) > 0, where
—χ = (q, ~v) if χ — (q, v) and either A or Β is satisfied. Then there is a
neighbourhood U(x) = 3K of χ that belongs mod 0 to one ergodic component.

Proof. We first make the following remark. In the case of semiscattering
billiards in bounded domains of Euclidean space the length of a free path is
uniformly bounded, and the number of manifolds of discontinuity for 7\ is
finite. This can also be achieved in the case of domains belonging to a torus.
Namely, let a torus be generated by pasting together suitable faces of a
parallelepiped K. We consider dQ after the addition of dK and continue to
denote by 7\ the derived automorphism corresponding to this expansion of
the boundary (see §2). An invariant measure μ, of Tx at points q £ dK has
the density άμ-^q, v) = \{n{q), v)\dq dcos, where n{q) is the normal vector
to dK.

Let z(x) denote the maximal diameter of the base of a cylindrical
neighbourhood in Q of the segment of the trajectory that connects χ and
Tl1 χ and terminates at two regular components of the (expanded) boundary
dQ. For points χ ξ 9ft we put z(x) =
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Lemma 2. \ιχ{χ £ 3Jlx: z(x) < ε } < const (Q)e for all ε > 0.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider only sufficiently small e. For such ε there
are three possibilities.

1°. One of the points π(χ), niT^x) lies in the ex-neighbourhood of the
set of singular points Qw of the boundary εχ = ε/cos φ, cos φ = (n(q), ν)
(Fig. 2a).

Qoo consists of finitely many smooth submanifolds of codimension 1 in
dQ. Hence the measure of its 8l-neighbourhood in dQ does not exceed

(see [27]). Then the Mrmeasure of such points does not exceed

const (Q) [ -—— cos φ άω8 = const (Q) ε.
s

2°. φ > -γ— const(0 Yl (Fig. 2b). Then cos φ < const«?) / β , and the

Mrmeasure of such points does not exceed
π/2

\ \ μι(ά<ο, dg)<const(Q) \ cos<pc?(j)^;const(08.

«3 cos «jxconst <.Q)V~i JL -const (Q) ΥΊ.

3°. Part of the trajectory in question lies in the ε-neighbourhood of a
regular boundary component and does not intersect it (Fig. 2c). Then the
Mj-measure of such points does not exceed const(05((?)8, where S(Q) is the
area of dQ.

The lemma is proved.
We return to the initial point χ with B(x) > 0 and B(~x) > 0. It is

shown in [23] that j(y) = j{~y)Ξ d— 1 in a sufficiently small neighbourhood
U(x) and that for almost every y Ε U{x) there are {d- 1 )-dimensional LSM
WO (y) and LUM W™ (y). It is sufficient to prove the theorem for a
sufficiently small neighbourhood Ux(xy) c : 3)1, of the point χγ — ir^x). The
projections W(s\ WW onto 30^ provide the LSM and the LUM WWfyj),
WMfai) for yl Ε υγ{χι) relative to Tv Their dimensions are equal to d— 1,
while dim i/iOti) = 2d— 2. From the continuity of B(x) on 9K' and
Theorem 4 it follows that the spaces Jv Wj*\ Jv WM tangent to W['\ W™
depend continuously on y f U^x^ f) SB'. Taking C/̂ Xi) sufficiently small
we can assume that £TV W\*> ( J , ^ " ' ) are sufficiently close to each other for
different y. The inequalities B(x) > 0, B(~x) > 0 also mean that £TVW\'\
JyW™ are mutually transversal and their direct sum is ^'a'iSl1.

We introduce a small parameter δ that will later tend to zero. We
consider a family of open covers i/i(Xi) that depend on δ with the following
properties. An element G of each cover is a "parallelogram", that is. the
image of a (2c?- 2)-dimensional cube under the linear map Rad-2-*- 3R1, so
that for a certain point y Ε G the tangent spaces J~UW['\ S~V]V[U) are parallel
to the corresponding faces of G, while the length of each edge of G is equal
to δ. The covers {G\6\ 1 ^ i ^ /(δ)} that we shall consider are such that:
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a) the distances between the tangent spaces to points on the faces of the
same name of different parallelograms Gje> are sufficiently small, while their
centres form a finite set that is sufficiently close to a certain lattice
depending on the size of Ui(xi);

b) if G\6) Π (φφ 0 for some i Φ j , then μ(£(<δ> f) Gf) > co6 2 d- 2, where
c0 does not depend on δ;

c) each point y G Ux(x^) belongs to at most 2 s d " 1 different parallelograms.
Let G\b) be a parallelogram from the cover, and y £ G\6) a marked point.

There are 2 2 d- 1 (d~ 1 )-dimensional faces of GiW that are parallel to J'yWfK
We call these «-leading faces. Correspondingly, there are 2 s d - 1 (d~ 1)-
dimensional faces parallel to yvW[*\ which we call .s-leading faces.

Lemma 3. For every δ < δο(χ) one can split the set of parallelograms from
into two groups 2t(

o

fl) and Ψ^ so that:
a) for G\® 6 2f£e)we take any of its u-leading faces and its c ^-neighbourhood

where c1 does not depend on δ, but can be made arbitrarily small by
decreasing U^Xj); we consider ζ £ Z7<u> such that d(W^ (ζ) Π $ 6 ) ) belongs
to the union of s-leading faces. Then the measure of such ζ 's is positive.
A similar statement is true for every s-leading face;

b) the measure of the union of all parallelograms from ϊ (

β

β ) is equal to
δφ^δ), where ψι(δ) -* 0 as δ -> 0.

The detailed derivation of Theorem 5 from Lemma 3 is given in [20].
Here we give only a sketch of the proof. The proof is based on an idea of
Hopf [23], consisting in the fact that all LSM's and LUM's belong mod 0 to
one ergodic component. Indeed, for every continuous function / on 3R* the
time averages

n-l

/c+>0/)= l i m l 2 1{T\y)
n-»°° i=o

are constant on W['\ since diam(7'jW7<«)) -*- 0 as / -*• °°, and SDij is a compactum.
Similarly

n-l

/«->(») = liml· 2 f{T-iy)
n~°° i=o

is constant on each W<u). Therefore both W[')(x), W<u> (x), and their union,
also belong mod 0 to one ergodic component.

As shown in [20], it follows from Lemma 3 that one can find a set of
parallelograms Sl£e) cz SE<e> whose union is connected, while its measure
tends to μ^ί/^χ^) as δ -*• 0. Hence, for any pair of points x', x" that
belong to a subset of full measure in ϋ^Χχ) there are LSM's W[s> (x1) and
WY«> (xe) of sizes δ' and δ" respectively, and for some 6 < min{6\ δ"} both
x' and x" are included in parallelograms from2I(

s

e). By Property a) of
Lemma 2 we can find a chain of LSM's and LUM's W\i>t, Wf\ 2, . . ., W[u>, h

so that x' e W['\ , x" 6 W& h and W™. t (] W^ i+1 Φ 0 for all'i = 1,2,...,'
..., k— 1. The theorem is proved.
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Proof of Lemma 3. The first step, as in [34], consists in choosing "too
bad" parallelograms and including them in ?Ι^β). The map Tx is piecewise
continuous. For each k G Ζ the power T\ is discontinuous on the union of
finitely many submanifolds with boundaries of codimension 1 (we recall that
we expanded the boundary dQ by adding dK to it; see above), which are
images of the submanifolds Qot X S and 9Jl2 under the action of T{
(/ = 0 , - 1 , ..., -k+ 1). Let SI$ be the set of those parallelograms G\6) that
intersect at least two manifolds of discontinuity of Γ* for k < F(5). One
can choose F(5) in such a way that F(5) -* °° as δ -> 0, and the measure of
91SJ is equal to δφ2(δ), where φ2(δ) -* 0 as δ -*• 0 (this is explained in more
detail in [33]). The set H $ is included in ΨΟ

6Κ

Further, dim J0{y) Ξ 0 in U(x). Hence it follows from (4) that every
point y ζ U(x) f"l 90fl' is a point of local maximum of the function lo(y)
introduced in §3. We can assume that lo(y) < /0(x) for all y ζ U(x) f) 331'·
We denote by l^x) the number of reflections of the trajectory of χ from the
expanded boundary dQ up to the /0(x)th reflection from the unexpanded
boundary (inclusive). Let 0 < t1 < t2 < ... be the instants of the reflections
of the trajectory of χ from the expanded boundary and suppose that
** € (ίΐιΟΦ *itW+i)· Let U{x) be so small that Tl* is smooth on U(x). Then
the support Σ of any convex LM Σ that contains —T**y for y G U{x)
expands in all directions under the action of JI ο Γ-'· β π " 1 , where Γ-'* acts
on Σ. If D = D(y, t*, Σ) is the differential of the map π ο Τ~** ο π " 1 |~ at
the point π(— T<*y), then Σ

(6)

where λ depends only on χ, but not on y, t*, Σ (see the proof in [24]). In
other words, the support of any convex LM that is included in —Τ**ΙΙ{χ) =
— {— y- y 6 Tt*U(x)} expands under the action of π · Γ 1 ' » η " 1 in every
direction by a factor at least Λ = λ"1 > 1. We choose U^Xi) so small that
T'y £ U(x) for all y G U(x), 0 < t < th ( x ) . (In the case of a periodic point
χ such a choice is also possible, since th (x) does not exceed the period of the
trajectory of x.)

Let y ζ 3Jt' and t > 0, δ > 0. We consider all possible convex fibres Σ
containing the point — Tfy on which T* is smooth, and are such that the
distance from π(-Τ*γ) to the most remote point of the boundary ΘΣ of the
support in the intrinsic metric of Σ does not exceed δ. We denote by X/,e(y)
the minimal expansion factor in any direction of the supports of such fibres
at any of their points under the action of T*. Note that κ,,δ (y) increases
monotonically as δ ->· 0 and has the limit nt,0(y), which is equal to the
minimal eigenvalue of the operator (see [34])

(7)

where B1^ is the curvature operator at —Tfi~°y of the image of the flat fibre
Σ (i)that contains —Txy (we recall that a flat fibre means a fibre with flat
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support 2<f)) under the action of Τ ~ % ; the notations £/,·, th τ,- were
introduced in §3, and / is the number of reflections of Tsy from dQ for
0 < 5 < t.

We consider the set

tfiM = {lf€EM*i): z(2"y)>c26X<>Cie(y) for all i > 0 } ,

where the value of the constant c2 is defined below. We claim that for every
y ζ U[o> the size of W['> (y) in every direction is at least y/d8. Let r(y),

y 6 931, be the distance from ir(y) to dW^(y), where W& (y) is the support of
W<')(y), and the distance is taken in the sense of the induced Riemannian
metric on iP<*>(y). We put r{y) = 0 if there is no LSM for y.

Lemma 4. If y ξ &», then r(y) > c28.

Proof. Let £<*> be the (d- 1 )-dimensional disc of radius min{e26, z(T'y)}
in Q with centre at ir(Tfy) that is orthogonal to the velocity vector vt of
T*y. We construct an LM Σ<'> with support 2<f) and velocity vectors equal
to ~vt. The map T* |j.(»)is piecewise smooth. We denote byZ*1* the domain
in Σ Ο containing —T*y on which T* is smooth. The LM Σφ and its images
Σ^Ι = 7"Σ '̂> are convex for 0 < s < t, therefore their supports do not
contract in any direction as s increases. Moreover, by the definition of x t i β

the support 2J,*> expands at least κ ( ι Cf<j (y) times in every direction under the
action of Tx.

Let rt(y) be the distance from ir(y) to tbe nearest point $<'> of the
boundary 0Σ§{ (in the sense of the Riemannian metric on ΣΟ, <). Suppose
that rt(y) < c25 for some t > 0. If ? ( f ) is obtained from some point of δΣ<'\
then z(T'y) < c28 and rt(y) > z(T'y)xti Cf6 (y) > c26. Otherwise $<·> is the
support of some point of ΘΣ^ t, which goes into a singular point of the
boundary y' £ ffSSt or into a point y' £ 2Jl2 under the action of Ts for some
s G (0, 0- By the definition of z(x) we have z(Tsy) < d i s t ^ j ' , irTsy) < c26,
and therefore rt(y) > z(r*y)x,, c,e(y) > c26. Thus, in all cases rt(y) > c26,
which proves the lemma, since W<'>(y) is the limit of the fibres —Σ^, t

 a s

t -*• °°.

The map π χ is smooth at x. Hence c2 can be chosen in a way that the
size of the support of W<«> (y) = ^ W ^ ) is at least y/d8 in every direction.
Consequently, all y Ε t/^ also have LSM's of the necessary size.

We now investigate the complement Uo = U^xJ^UW. We put
«η. β (y) = κ * η _ ι · δ ^ ' w n e r e *n is the instant of the n-th reflection of T*y
from the expanded boundary dQ. It is clear that Uo = U0,x [} Uo, s U . . .,
where

and Uo, n a Uo, „, 0 U Uo, n>1 (J . . ., where

UO.n.m={y£Uo.n·
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where the constant Λ > 1 was introduced in the note to formula (6).
Therefore

OO OO OO OO

(ο) μι (CojSs- £j ZJ μ» V-'O, n, m) ΖΛ ZJ μι \J- ι *-Ό. n,m)·
n=2 tn=0 m=0 n—2

Lemma 5. For every m > 0, nx ~> 2, n2 > 2, nx Φ n2 the sets T " * " 1 ^ , n l( m

and Τ"'~*υο,η,, mdo not intersect.

Proof. Let «! < «2 and J / 6 ^ - 1 i 7 o , n i , m n 2 r i ? ' - 1 ^ o . n . , m . Then

y' = Tini+iy6 Uo,ni>m<= #ι(*ι) and y' = Tin'+ly6 Uo,„„mc= U^xJ. Note
that y' = Tvy and y" = f'"y for some t', t" > 0. Each convex fibre Σ of
size not exceeding c28 that contains —y expands at least κ,,,, e,6(y') times
under the action of Tr'. However, by (6), the fibre Γ ' Σ expands at least Λ
times under the action of Tv~v, therefore

which contradicts the definition of the sets t/0.n,m· Lemma 5 is proved.
Lemma 5 enables us to transform (8):

(9) Σ μι(Π ·̂.«. J - m ( 0
n=2 xn=2

the latter inequality follows from Lemma 2. From (8) and (9) we obtain

(10) μ, (t/0) < Σ cs (xt) βλ- = ct (xj δ.
0

Σ
τη=0

ί(δ) οο

We put Uoa= U i70,m and ί / ο ω = U i/0 n , where F(5) was introduced
τη--=Ο n=F(«)+l

at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2. We now prove that

(11) MUoJ < βφ,(δ),
where φ3 -*• 0 as δ -*• 0. One of the additional conditions, either A or B, is
needed for the proof.

Lemma 6. If for every m > 0 and for any function Fx(b) -> °° as δ -*• 0

OO

Σ μι(#ο.η.m) = °(6) βϊδ-^Ο,
F(6)

(11) is true. (Note that the sets U0>n,m depend on the parameter δ.)

Proof. Let e > 0. By (9) there is an m0 such that
OO OO

Σ Σ Μ17,,. ».»)<-?-.
tn=mo n=2
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According to the conditions of Lemma 6 there are numbers N(m) and 50(/«)
for every m = 0, 1, ..., tn0- 1 such that for all δ <

Then for all δ such that δ < δο(>?ι) and ^(δ) > N(m) for every m = 0, 1, ...,
..., m0— 1 we have

n=F(6)+l m=0 n=F(6)+i *

and this proves Lemma 6.
Suppose that the conditions of Lemma 6 are not satisfied, that is, there

are numbers mx > 0, εχ > 0 and a function Ft(8) -*• °° as δ -*• 0 such that

(12) Σ μ 1 (^ο > η.« 1 )>ε 1 δ.
η—Fi(6)

We consider the manifold R and the set W of "degenerate trajectories"

: κ Ο ι ί (—r i ar) = l for all

that is, the set of points χ such that the support of the flat fibre containing
χ does not expand (and does not bend) under the action of T* for all / > 0
in one of the directions at π(χ). Clearly W is semi-invariant: T"W C W for
η > 0. Since B(x) > 0 almost everywhere on SK, it follows that Mi(H0 = 0
and W is nowhere dense in 53SJI. From Condition A it follows immediately
that the set TlR Π W has zero Riemannian volume on R. This follows also
from Condition B, since otherwise the points χ G TjR Π W form, together
with their LSM's, a set of positive μι-measure in dittl (because of the absolute
continuity of transversal foliations; see [2], [31 ]), but this set is attracted
to W as η -*• °°, which contradicts the condition μ^ΗΟ = 0.

Let us derive A from B. Let χ e T\R\W and let V(x) be a small
neighbourhood of it in 93Ϊ. The union of the LSM's of the points
y Ε (TiR\W) Π V(x) forms a set of positive μΓιτ^8υΓ6 in <?9ft because of
the absolute continuity of transversal foliations. By the Poincare recurrence
theorem [2] almost every point of this union (in the sense of μ^ returns to
the neighbourhood V(x) infinitely many times, so x t i o^—T'y) -*- oo as t -*• °°.
Consequently, atl0(—T*y) -*- oo as / -*• °° for almost every y £ T\R (in the
sense of the Riemannian metric on T\K), and this is equivalent to A
according to (7).

Hence, from A or Β it follows that xif 0(—T*y) —>- oo as t -*• °° for almost
every y G T\R in the sense of the Riemannian metric on T\R. Thus, for
such y there is a neighbourhood Vx{y) in 331 such that xt, 0 (— T'y') > A m ' + 2

for t > ti(y) for all y' £ Vx(y). Further, there is a smaller neighbourhood
V2{y) C Vx{y) such that κ,, 6{-T'y') > A m ' + 2 for t > t2(y) for a l l / £ F 2 ( j )
and δ < δ2(>"). This means that the set Γ"-ιΖ70ι „, m i does not intersect
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Γ* V2(y) for any δ < 82(y) and η > n2(y) (n2 depends on f2). Hence it
follows that for every ε0 >• 0 there are numbers 6 0 > 0 and nQ > 0 and a
neighbourhood V0(R) of R in dW such that

(V0 (Λ) Π ( 0 FTUo, ». mx)) <

for all δ < δ0, which contradicts (12). Relation (11) is thus proved. Now
we consider in more detail the points y £ {r(y) < c26}\i70 ( B.

As before, 0 < tx < t2 ... means a sequence of instants of reflections from
the boundary. For t > fj?(e) and s > 0 we take the LM Σ ^ , introduced in
the proof of Lemma 4. For y £ Umthe size of π ί Σ ^ - ί J m every

direction is at least Cjfixjfo), c,e(y)· The proof of this statement is completely
analogous to the proof of Lemma 3. Therefore Σ ^ ι interesects the manifold
of discontinuity of T^^for all t, while π ^ ο ' ^ intersects the manifold of
discontinuity of T^6\ and the distance between the latter and y in the
metric of J i^o'\ is less than-y/d^. Because of the continuity of Ί, and its
powers at xx we can choose υγ{χ{) so small that the distance^J between the
spaces tangent to π1Σ

(

ο

ί,)

( and to the corresponding manifold of discontinuity
is less than any preassigned εχ > 0. Then the distance between y and the
corresponding manifold of discontinuity for TfM is at most ε2δ, where
ε2 = ε2(εχ) can be made arbitrarily small if ίΛ(χι) is sufficiently small. Thus
all points y ζ {r(y) <z c26}\£/Oa> lie in the 826-neighbourhood of manifolds of
discontinuity of Tf^6\

Now we are able to construct the necessary sets 3(,6) and 2Ι(

ο

δ) explicitly.
Let the parallelogram G(.6> intersect at most one manifold of discontinuity of

w h i c h w e denote by Σ<«. We put G^ a «<·> if

Here ε3 is the constant determined by cx in Condition a) of Lemma 2 for
which the condition holds. We choose U^Xi) and consequently ε2 so small
that the total measure of 082-neighbourhoods of dG[b) and of the intersection

of ECO with Gf> does not exceed ^ , μ ^ β ^ ) for arbitrary δ and G?\

If Gf^ ?I(,6>, then either 6*δ) intersects at least the two manifolds of

discontinuity of r±W>, that is, G\6) 6 ?U6

0>, or μ ι ( ί/ Ο ω η ^ 6 ) ) > | ε 3 μ ι ( β ^ ) .

According to Property c) of the covers {Gj6)} and the estimate (9) the
measure of such parallelograms is equal to δφ4(δ), where <£4(δ) -> 0 as δ ->· 0.
Lemma 3 is proved, and so is Theorem 5.

(1^Here the distance between the tangent spaces means the following: we consider the
intersection of each space with the unit sphere; further, for the points of the first of the
resulting intersections we take the distance to the closest point of the second intersection
and then consider the maximum of the two distances.
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Theorem 5 permits the following generalization. Suppose that χ £ SR,
belongs to exactly one manifold of discontinuity of Τχ, k Φ 0. Without loss
of generality we can assume that χ belongs to the manifold of discontinuity
2 f c f of the transformation Γ*·, k0 > 0, and χ is a non-singular point of ΣΑ ο .
Then 2 k , divides the neighbourhood U(x) cr Sl^ into two parts Ux and U2,
and in this case we can define operators BW(x), BM(x) as the limits of B(y)
as y -*• x, remaining either in t^ or in U2. Suppose that B^>(—x) > 0,
5 t « ( * ) > 0 for / = 1, 2.

Theorem 5'. Under the above conditions a sufficiently small neighbourhood
of χ belongs mod 0 to one ergodic component.

Proof. Let U(x) be so small that B{±y) > 0 for all y 6 U(x) Π W. It easily
follows from the proof of Theorem 5 that U-y and U2 belong mod 0 to one
ergodic component.

In the proof of Theorem 5 we analysed the properties of the LUM
(y)· We showed that the set of points y € U(x) that do not have LUM
(y) of size δ splits into two parts. The measure of the first part is

δφ(δ), where φ(δ) -*• 0 as δ -*• 0. The second part lies in the e6-neighbourhood
of the manifolds of discontinuity of T~Fi6\ where F(5) -*• °° as δ ->• 0, while
ε can be made arbitrary small if U(x) is sufficiently small.

In a small neighbourhood U(x) the manifold 2 f t, transversally intersects
the manifolds of discontinuity of T" when η < 0, since 2 k f is fibred into
strictly convex LM's, while the other manifolds of discontinuity are fibred
into strictly concave LM's. Hence at the point of intersection the
corresponding tangent spaces generate the entire tangent space corresponding
to this point. Therefore F(5) can tend to infinity so slowly that the
measure of the intersection of the δ-neighbourhood of Σ Λ , and the
δ-neighbourhoods of the manifolds of discontinuity of Γ '̂<δ> has the form
δφ4(δ), where < 4̂(δ) -> 0 as δ -*• 0. But then, for sufficiently small δ, Z f t,
intersects a set of positive measure consisting of LUM's that connect Ux and
U2. Theorem 5' is proved.

Note that Theorems 5 and 5' enable us to prove the ergodicity of
scattering billiards in bounded d-dimensional domains of Euclidean space and
on a d-dimensional torus, d> 2. Indeed, for such billiards every point of
d23t (except a finite set of singular points) is reflected from the scattering
components of dQ infinitely many times. Hence A is always satisfied for
such billiards and so Theorems 5 and 5' are true. Consequently, every point
of 3SK, except those whose trajectories T"x intersect the manifold of
discontinuity of 7\ twice for η = 0, ±1, ±2, ..., has a neighbourhood that
lies almost entirely in one ergodic component of 7\. Hence these points
form a set M+ whose complement consists of countably many submanifolds
of codimension 2 in d'SSt, that is, M+ is linearly connected. Any two points
of M+ can be joined by a path that lies in M+, and because of compactness
the whole path can be covered by finitely many open sets, each of which
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lies almost entirely in one of the ergodic components of Tu so their union
also lies almost entirely in one ergodic component of Tv This proves the
ergodicity of 7\.

§5. Ergodicity of certain systems of three discs

We note firstly that all the statements of § §2-4 are true for systems of
discs of various radii—appropriate changes should be made only in the
formula (1) for cylinders.

We consider the system of three discs of radii r{ — r2 = 1/8 and r 3 = 1/2,
whose centres are located at the points O t = (3/8, 1/2), O2 = (5/8, 1/2),
O3 = (0, 0) (Fig. 3). In this position the discs simultaneously touch each
other at five points A1-A5. We shall study the motion of the discs for values
of the parameters /·,- and 0,· sufficiently close to those mentioned above/1 )

For such values of these parameters the centres of the moving discs are
always located in a small neighbourhood of the initial positions, and the
motion is actually reduced to the transformation of velocity vectors. We
claim that for a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the values /·,·, O{ in the
parameter space the system of three discs does not have degeneracies in the
phase space, that is, W = φ in the notation of §4, Theorem 5. For this it
is sufficient to show that j(x) = 3 everywhere in the phase space.

Fig. 3.

We introduce a coordinate system (x1; yu x2, y>i, x-i, y$) in the
configuration space Q, where xt, yt are the coordinates of the z-th disc. We
consider an arbitrary point χ of the phase space and its trajectory {T'x}. We
denote the velocity vector of the i-th disc after the m-th collision by
(«im\ vlm>). If pm and qm are the numbers of the discs that participate in
the m-th collision, then the coordinates of the vector em introduced in § 3
are given by

Pm=l, ?m = 2: (v[m> — vim\ i4m> — u[m\ ιΑ™)—ιλ

P m = l i 9m = 3: (l><m> — 4 m \ U<m>—U<m), 0, 0, i;(«0 —l/,

p m = 2, qm = 3: (0, 0, i;(m>—i

u<m>, 0, 0),

—tf<m\ u<m>—u<

idea of studying this case was suggested to us by L.A. Bunimovich.
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In other words, em is obtained from the velocity vector of the system
<u«J">, pi"), a™', y(™>, u<™\ y<™>) by projection on the two-dimensional
subspace ZHPm.gm) in R6 and a rotation through 90° in this subspace. The
spaces Z)<P,« are defined by the direction vectors Γ<Ρ.'>, Γ<ξιρ> with coordinates

7<\v = (i, ο, - ι , o, o, 0), *\v = (θ, ι, ο, - ι , o, o), ?<y) =
= (0, 0, 1, 0, - 1 , 0), r<*.8> = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, - 1 ) . We put Dm = i?("»,«»).
According to (5) the vector e£' — ϋχ . . . ?7memlies in Z>£> =
— U-i . . . UmDm. If the dimension of J+(x) from (5) is smaller than 3,
then the spaces D(*), Z)<J> are such that in the six-dimensional Euclidean
space defined by (x1( yx, x2, y2, *3- y$) there is a two-dimensional subspace
L2 that has a common non-zero vector with each £>£', m > 1. This is
obviously impossible for spaces D(^(m = 1, ..., k) of general position for
sufficiently large k.

For the investigation of the specific situation it is sufficient to consider
k = 13 and run through a finite number of variants of the pairwise collisions
of discs with m = 1,2, ..., 13. The space Dm takes one of the three values
ZX1»2), DQ-&, Z)<V\ while the operator Um takes one of five values, according
to the point Αχ-Α5 in whose neighbourhood the m-th collision of the discs
occured. The matrices of the operators Um are computed for the limiting
case rx = r2 — 1/8, r 3 = 1/2, and the results obtained remain true in some
neighbourhood of these values of the r,·. The problem is thus reduced to the
specific sorting out of the finite number of variants of the pairwise collisions
of the discs.

A numerical analysis of all the variants for the system under consideration
(it was found that there are several hundred variants) was carried out on a
computer, as a result of which 10 variants, for which the position of the
spaces D^ (m — 1, ..., 13) permit the existence of a two-dimensional space
L2 that has common non-zero vectors with all the £)„', were singled out.
Furthermore, the set of initial values of the velocity vectors Μ,-, υ,· for which
the corresponding space J+(x) is two-dimensional was found for each of the
10 variants. By (5) J+(x) coincides with L2, so {ux, vu u2, v2, u3, v3) is a
two-dimensional subspace V2 of R6 defined by the conditions of orthogonality
to L2 and equality to zero of the full momentum of the system. Knowing
the numbers of colliding discs for m — 1,2, ..., 13, we can exclude certain
domains from V2 by the condition that the scalar product of the vector of
relative velocity of the colliding discs and the vector of their centre line is
non-zero. This condition is necessary for the realization of the possibility of
collision, while the vectors of the centre lines for the limiting values
rx = r2 = 1/8, r3 — 1/2 are calculated explicitly. After this, non-zero vectors
remain in V2 in only five variants out of the 10. We explicitly analyse these
five variants of degenerate trajectories.

1. The velocity vectors have the form (8tlt t2+ 9t{), (8tu -2t2),
(-16/!, t2- 9tx), and the discs collide around Ax and A2 (in turn). In this
variant all the collisions are close to tangencies, that is, there are almost no
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transformations of the velocity vectors, so after a finite number of such
collisions there will be a collision around one of the points A3-A5, and this
will violate the "degeneracy" of this trajectory. Two more variants are the
particular cases of this for t1 — 0, when collisions in the neighbourhoods of
Av A2, A4 (in an arbitrary order) are permitted.

2. The velocity vectors have the form (~4t, 3t), (~4t, 3t), (8t, -6t), and
the collisions occur around Ax, A3, A4 in an arbitrary order. Here all the
collisions are also close to tangencies, so the "degeneracy" is violated for the
same reasons as in variant 1.

3. The velocity vectors have the form (24t, It), (24t, It), (~48t, -14f),
t > 0, the collisions occur around Ax, A3, A5, Ax, A2, A4 successively, and
this cycle is repeated. On the part (A1, A2, A4, Αχ) of this cycle the vector
of relative velocity of discs 1 and 2 is successively equal to (—72?, 0),
(-36/·, -48?), and (0, 0), that is, discs 1 and 2 diverge on the parts (Av A2)
and (A2, A4), while their relative velocity is close to zero on the part
(A4, Ax). Hence a second collision is possible only on condition that the
time interval of the motion in (Ax, A2, A4) is negligibly small compared to
that in (A4, Ax). But then in the last part the third disc, moving with
velocity (-72/, -21 f) relative to the first two discs, will considerably
distance itself from the first disc, and since the next three collisions in
neighbourhoods of A3, As, Ax occur in a relatively short time interval, discs
1 and 3 will not be brought close to each other, and the motion in the next
part (Ax, A2, A4) will take a relatively long time. This will lead to an
increase in the distance between discs 1 and 2 and to the impossibility of
their repeated collision after A4, since their relative velocity will again be
close to zero. Thus the cycle {A\, A3, A5, Ax, A2, A4) cannot be repeated
with the given initial velocity vectors more than twice, after which the
"degeneracy" is inevitably violated.

The above analysis shows that there is a constant Λ > 1 such that for
every point χ of the phase space of the system under consideration
Kt,o(x) > Λ for some t = t(x) > 0. Hence W = φ, and Conditions A, B in
Theorems 5,5 ' are satisfied, that is, these theorems are true for all points
χ 6 53R of the boundary of the phase space except those whose trajectories
T"x hit the manifold of discontinuity R twice for η = 0, ±1, ±2, ... . But
such points form countably many submanifolds of codimension 2 in d93h so
the complement to them is linearly connected, and by Theorems 5 and 5'
they form one ergodic component of Tx.
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